The vitreous transition is characterized by a freezing of atomic degrees of freedom at a temperature T g depending on the heating and cooling rates. A kinetic origin is generally attributed to this phenomenon instead of a thermodynamic one which we develop here. Completed homogeneous nucleation laws reflecting the energy saving due to Fermi energy equalization of nascent crystals and their melt are used. They are applied to bulk metallic glasses and extended to inorganic glasses and polymers. A transition T* g among various T g corresponds to a crystal homogeneous nucleation temperature, leading to a preliminary formation of a cluster distribution during the relaxation time preceding the long steady-state nucleation time of crystals in small samples. The thermally-activated energy barrier G* 2ls /k B T at T* g for homogeneous nucleation is nearly the same in all glass-forming melts and determined by similar values of viscosity and a thermally-activated diffusion barrier from melt to cluster. The glass transition T* g is a material constant and a linear function of the energy saving associated with charge transfers from nascent clusters to the melt. The vitreous transition and the melting temperatures alone are used to predict the free-volume disappearance temperature equal to the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann temperature of fragile glass-forming melts, in agreement with many viscosity measurements. The reversible thermodynamic vitreous transition is determined by the disappearance temperature T* g of the fully-relaxed enthalpy H r that is not time dependent; the observed specific heat jump at T* g is equal to the proportionality coefficient of H r with (T* g − T a ) for T  T* g as expected from the enthalpy excess stored by a quenched undercooled melt at the annealing temperature T a and relaxed towards an equilibrium vitreous state. However, the heat flux measurements found in literature over the last 50 years only gave an out-of-equilibrium T g since the enthalpy is continuous at T* g without visible heat jump.
Introduction
The vitreous state is described, up to now, as a freezing of liquid-state below a temperature T g called vitreous or glass transition, below which the viscosity becomes time dependent with values above 10 12 -10 13 Pa.s. This transformation at T g is also observed in the heat flow, measured with a technique of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); endothermic and exothermic heats respectively, depending on the heating and the cooling rates, characterize glass-melt out-of-equilibrium transformations. The glass-forming melt viscosity follows a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law diverging when the temperature tends to T 0 ; T 0 is much smaller than T g and called the ideal glass transition temperature [1] [2] [3] . Recent work has shown that the size of heterogeneous regions simultaneously moving to allow a viscous flow grows in the vicinity of the glass transition [4] . The heterogeneous dynamics could also be the result of critical-like fluctuations of static structural order, characterized by a static correlation length diverging towards the ideal glass-transition point T 0 in the absence of a thermodynamic transition at T g . Two glass transition temperatures T 0 and T g could exist without any connection between the two [5] . In addition, the residual entropy available in undercooled melt, as compared to the crystal one at the glass transition, varies strongly among glasses. The Kauzmann temperature T k has been defined as the temperature at which the crystal fusion entropy would be consumed upon cooling. It could also lead, at thermodynamic equilibrium, to a hidden phase transition following several speculations found in literature [1, 2, 6] . The high temperature viscosity of some polymer melts, including measurements above the melting point, follows a VFT scaling law giving T 0 = T 01 = 0.77 × T g [7] . In the vicinity of the glass transition, the enthalpy relaxation times or the viscosity gives a value T 0 = T 02 smaller than T 0l . Therefore, if T 0 increases above T g within a narrow range of temperature, it explains why the viscosity values measured at high temperatures do not determine the ideal glass transition. The change of T 0 occurs around the temperature T s where a break is seen in some volume-versus-temperature plots [8] . Many experimental results tend to prove that the ideal glass transition temperature is equal to T 02 with a viscosity close to T g following a VFT law with T 0 = T 02 [3] . The viscosity is an exponential function of B/(T − T 0 ) with B nearly proportional to (T g − T 0 ) [9] . Following Doolittle's and Ramachandrarao and Dubey's works, the free-volume of glass-forming melts would disappear at the ideal glass transition temperature T 0 [10, 11] ; then, the two free-volume disappearance temperatures T 0g and T 0m correspond respectively to our two VFT temperatures T 02 and T 01 respectively. Recent numerical simulations of critical-like behavior of glass-forming melts down to T 0 (assuming that the glass transition only corresponds to a slowing-down of dynamics) suggests that the melt entropy excess at equilibrium must tend to zero for T = T 02 = T 0g instead of T = T k , T k being the Kauzmann temperature [5, 6, 12] . New universal and coherent relations between T g , T 0g = T 02 and T 0m = T 01 are proposed in this paper and checked for a series of data in real systems. The associated predictions still need to be clarified.
The vitreous transition, observed by DSC techniques in undercooled melts, is generally time dependent and not strictly reversible, because using the same cooling and heating rates do not lead to the same transformation temperature [13] . These properties underline the kinetic aspects of the transition. A rapid cooling at temperatures far below T g followed by an annealing as a function of time at a temperature T a < T g induces an enthalpy relaxation, saturating to a value H r ; H r itself tends to zero for the transition temperature T* g . From published values of H r , it is shown that the reversible transition occurs at T* g , and that the transformation into the vitreous state is postponed by quenching the undercooled melt. It is achieved after a time lag equal to the relaxation time by annealing at T = T a . Some DSC techniques are able to separate the specific heat at T* g in two parts; the temperature dependent one is reversible and attached to the thermodynamic aspect of the transition, and the time dependent "irreversible" one is attached to the kinetic aspect. The reversible specific heat jump temperature measured by this technique does not depend on cooling and heating rates and is only a function of the chemical composition [13] .
In this paper, we show that crystal homogeneous nucleation occurs at the glass transition T* g of fragile glass-forming melts without any adjustable parameter. This nucleation only depends on the melt composition, and the obtained frozen state is a preliminary step on the long way leading to crystallization. The free energy change associated with a crystal formation in a melt has been accepted for many years, and, regardless of its radius, as if it had the same state equation as a solid outside the melt, which does not reflect the fact that the Fermi energy of a nascent crystal in a metallic melt becomes equal to that of the melt. In order to determine why the vitreous state replaces the crystallized state, a "volume energy saving"  v has been added to the Gibbs free-energy change associated with crystal homogeneous nucleation in melt, to obtain the equalization of Fermi energies transferring free electrons from the crystal to the melt [14] [15] [16] . The energy saving  v is equal to  lps H m /V m, H m , V m , and  lps respectively being the molar fusion heat, the molar volume, and the energy saving coefficient, where  lps is a numerical coefficient depending on the reduced temperature = (T − T m )/T m [16] . The indexes s and l are related to solid and liquid states. The index p is suppressed for unmelted crystals acting as growth nuclei and replaced by the index g for crystals resulting from homogeneous nucleation in glass-forming melts. The value of  lps can be predicted using the VFT temperatures T 01 and T 02 viewed as the disappearance temperatures T og and T 0m of fragile-glass-forming melt free-volume and of Fermi energy difference between crystal and melt [14, 15] . The vitreous transition T* g only depends on the energy saving coefficient. The experimental values of T 0g can also be used to predict the vitreous transition temperature T* g .
In this model, the crystal growth starts at the crystal nucleation temperature with a cluster preliminary formation on the long way leading to crystallization. It is locked at the vitreous transition by a freezing without any change of enthalpy and entropy. The same analysis is successfully applied to some polymers and non-metallic glass-formers. The presence of a similar "volume energy saving", governing the vitreous transition, is determined. This phenomenon is probably due to a free energy which depends on the number of molecules or atoms in a small crystal having a noncritical radius or to an electrostatic interaction between uncompensated average charges proportional to n 1/2 carried by nascent crystals built from a random distribution of ions on various sub-lattices and screened by ionic charges of the melt.
This paper is built as follows: Section 2. Model; 2.1. New equations governing the crystal nucleation; 2.2. The ideal glass transition T 0 and the energy saving associated with crystal formation; Section 3. Review of experimental results and discussion; 3.1 Presentation of Table 1 and Figure 1 ; 3.2. Homogeneous nucleation time of crystals and relaxation time; 3.3. The thermodynamic vitreous transition T* g at the disappearance temperature of the fully-relaxed enthalpy; 3.4. The crystal homogeneous nucleation temperature at T* g ; 3.5. Volume energy saving associated with nascent crystals in non-metallic glass-forming melts; 3.6. Thermodynamic origin of the relaxed enthalpy and out-of-equilibrium transition temperatures T g ; Section 4. Summary and complementary information on the two crystal nucleation temperatures; Section 5. Conclusions.
Model

New Equations Governing the Crystal Nucleation
The classical equation describing the Gibbs free-energy change associated with a crystal formation, predicts the absence of surviving crystals above the melting temperature T m [17] . On the contrary, their existence is predicted far above T m if an energy saving per volume unit  v =  lps × H m /V m is added. The maximum undercooling ratio   = (T 1 − T m )/T m is observed as being of the order of −0.2 in liquid elements using droplet sizes of 50-10,000 micrometers instead of −2/3 [18] . This pseudo-maximum has until now been considered to be the maximum of the homogeneous nucleation rate in contradiction with a detailed study of crystallization temperature of gallium droplets as a function of their diameter. Two undercooling temperature dwells, instead of one, corresponding to   = −0.28 and   = −0.5 have been observed for diameters varying from 1 to 1,000 micrometers [19] . This phenomenon is induced by a distribution of surviving crystal radii between two boundary radii after overheating. A large overheating rate has to be applied in order to melt a part of them and obtain an undercooling rate dwell of about −0.2 [20] . The second dwell corresponding to stronger undercooling rates, is due to numerous surviving crystals having the smallest radius [21] [22] [23] . The sample radius has to be strongly reduced to observe it. The energy saving  v depends on the Fermi energy difference between solid and liquid and is an even function of the reduced temperature  = (T − T m )/T m as shown in (1) [14, 16] 
2) allows us to calculate the unique homogeneous nucleation temperature  2ls = −2/3 and the crystallization temperatures of liquid elements from intrinsic growth nuclei without any adjustable parameter [21] [22] [23] .
The energy saving becomes equal to zero at T m above a radius a little larger than the critical radius for crystal growth nucleation to obey, at equilibrium, the classical J. W. Gibbs's phase coexistence rule and because a free electron cannot be transferred from the crystal to the melt with an energy saving larger than the Fermi energy . The crystal homogeneous nucleation maximum-rate temperature T 2lps (or  2lps ) defined by (3) in the undercooled melt is respectively called  2lgs or  2ls with values of  lps0 equal to  lgs0 or  ls0 :
The  2lps only depends on the coefficient  lps defined by (1) and (3) and does not depend on other material properties. It is equal to (T olps − T m )/T m where T olps is equal to T 0m or T 0g . The critical energy barrier, the critical radius and  2lps given by (3) [14, 15] and the undercooling temperature dwells of liquid elements, in agreement with the experiments without using any adjustable parameter [21] [22] [23] . Unequal coefficients  ls   lgs would lead to  2ls   2lgs . Equal coefficients lps =  ls =  lgs would lead to the same homogeneous nucleation temperature; the glass transition would be equal to the crystallization temperature.
The Ideal Glass Transition Temperature T 0 and The Energy Saving Associated with Crystal Formation
Many experiments show the presence of numerous intrinsic growth nuclei in melts. Glasses can give rise to about 10 25 nanocrystals per m 3 within a few hours when they are annealed above the vitreous transition. This number is much too large to be compared with the classical homogeneous nucleation rate. High resolution microscopy reveals the existence of "mean range order" clusters called MRO with a radius of about one nanometer in amorphous Fe 83 B 17 [24] . These entities are not viewed as surviving crystals because they do not exist in the literature. They are as numerous as the nanocrystals and could be growth nuclei. A recent observation of an irreversible viscosity of Fe 85 B 15 far above the liquidus temperature could also be a sign of the existence of surviving crystals up to temperatures as high as 1.3 T m [25] . A liquid-solid transition is accompanied by Fermi energy and volume changes in metallic glass-forming melts. The free volume change V and the Fermi energy difference E F are expected to disappear at the same reduced temperature  0lps > −2/3 and to be maximum at the melting temperature ( = 0) in agreement with the thermal variation given by (1) of the energy saving coefficient  lps of liquid elements between  0lps =  2lps  −2/3 and = 0 [14] [15] [16] .
The glass-forming melt viscosity is represented by a VFT relation given by (4) depending on three parameters  0 , B and T 0 , in the region of the glass transition T g [1] [2] [3] . Its variation by several orders of 
 
magnitude above and close to T g is used to determine T 0 [3, 26] because including viscosity values measured far above the melting temperature increases the T 0 value [27, 28] ; it is important to fix  0  N A × h/V m with N A Avogadro's number, h Planck's constant and V m the molar volume to evaluate T 0 and B in (4) [28] : (4) The relaxation time dependence in the temperature range between the onset and the end of the endothermic transition is observed by DSC. At a constant heating rate, the relaxation time  is also described by the VFT-type relation (5): (5) T 0 and B are determined using a pre-exponential coefficient  0 of about 10 −14 s [3, 27, 28] .
The free-volume of glass-forming melts is a linear function of (TT 0 ). Doolittle's relation introduces the free volume in the exponential of (4,5) [10] ; V would be equal to zero for T = T 0 in the absence of vitreous transition. The values of T 0 would correspond to the extrapolated free-volume disappearance temperature. Some measurements exist [29, 30] . For example, the Pd 43 Cu 27 Ni 10 P 20 volume in the liquid and solid states are known down to an extrapolated value V = 0 occurring for T 02  452 K. In Pd 40 Cu 30 Ni 10 P 20 , the VFT law leads to T 02 = 447 K [31] .
The minimum value of  lps0 in undercooled melt can be calculated only knowing T 01 (or  01 ) and T 02 (or  02 ) from VFT equations [14, 15] . The quadratic equation (6) is obtained applying (1) and (3) for    2lps : (6) There are two solutions for  lps when  lps0 is larger than a minimum value as already described [14, 15] . The relations (7) and (8) between  lps0 ,  2lps and are respected when the double solution corresponds to a minimum value of  lps0 larger than 1. It is given by (7, 8) and occurs when 9 − 4 × (2 −  lps0 ) ×  lps0 / 2 0lps = 0:
The knowledge of  02 and  01 from VFT equations chosen respectively equal to  0lgs and  0ls and the use of (7) or (8) determine  lps0 and  2lps and the minimum value of  lps0 . The existence of two glass-former classes and their boundaries are predicted completing Angel's description, if we assume that  2lgs = * g = (T* g − T m )/T m [3] .
Fragile bulk glasses correspond to  0lgs =  0g > −2/3 and  lgs0 > 1, and fragile and quenched glasses to  lgs0 < 1 and  2lgs =  0g = −2/3. The undercooled liquid state can be recovered by heating the glass above T 2lgs (or  2lgs ) because the condition  lgs0 > 1 stabilizes it. It is not recovered when  lgs0 < 1 and  0g = −2/3 because there is no minimum value of  lgs0 . All predictions of (7,8) free-volume disappearance temperature of fragile undercooled melts which is equal to the ideal glass transition temperature. Angel's classification does not fix a quantified boundary between strong and fragile ones.
The strong glass-forming melts correspond to  0lgs  −2/3,  lgs0 < 2, and  2lgs > −2/3. They also have a viscosity larger than fragile melts with temperature dependence close to Arrhenius law. Their vitreous transition temperature can be a very large fraction of the melting temperature. The largest value of  lps0 is deduced from the experimental values of  0lps and  2lps using (6) . Strong glass-forming melts have a homogeneous nucleation temperature always larger than T m /3 without metastable values of  lps0 regardless of the energy saving. Table 1 and Figure 1 The melting temperatures T m , the experimental glass transition temperatures T g or  g = (T g − T m )/T m , the VFT temperatures T 01 determined up to temperatures much higher than T g , the VFT temperatures T 02 determined by viscosity or relaxation time measurements in the vicinity of T m , the free-volume disappearance temperatures T 0g = T 0lgs calculated using (7, 8) and (18) considering that T g is, in a first approximation, nearly equal to the thermodynamic glass nucleation temperature T* g , the saving energy coefficients  ls0 ( = 0) of crystals surviving in the melt far above T g calculated using (19) , the saving energy coefficients  lgs0 ( = 0) of nascent crystals homogeneously nucleated in the melt near T g calculated using (18) , the free-volume disappearance temperatures T 0m = T 01 calculated using (7, 8, 19, 20) , T g , and the references are given in Table 1 .
Review of Experimental Results and Discussion
Presentation of
Properties of 20 non-metallic glasses and polymers are numbered with references. B 2 O 3 is numbered 11 and 12. Two values of T g are used. This glass is not easily crystallized. It gives rise to two crystallographic structures and its highest melting temperature is 783 K. SiO 2 N°3 is a strong glass ( 0l < −0.666). Hevea rubber N°50 is just at the limit separating strong glasses from fragile ones because T og is a little larger than T m /3.
Properties of 28 bulk metallic glasses are used and numbered with references. The difference of liquidus and solidus temperatures is sometimes too large. A homogeneous melt has a well-defined Fermi energy. The melting temperature has been chosen between these two limits looking at the DSC profile. Two melting temperatures T m = 728 K and T l = 925 K are used for La 55 Al 25 Ni 20 N° 21 and 22. The first one corresponds to the largest endothermic peak and the second one to the liquidus. We find  ls0 = 1.65 and about 1.51 respectively. Two melting temperatures are also used for Pd 40 5 are not reported because they cannot be distinguished from the crystallization temperature T x , in the absence of endothermic heat before crystallization in a DSC run [62] . The values of  x = (T x − T m )/T m ) are respectively equal to −0.481, −0.523, −0.533, −0.543, −0.567. Au 0.77 Ge 0.136 Si 0.094 N°51 is characterized by a crystallization temperature T x occurring above and very close to T g with  g = −0.539 [63] . All these alloys have an energy saving coefficient larger than 1. They could belong to the fragile glass class because they have a VFT temperature T 0 larger than T m /3. Table 1 . Some properties of 46 glass-forming melts are presented: T m the melting temperature; T g the vitreous transition temperature,  g = (T g − T m )/T m , T 01 and T 02 the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann temperatures, as found in various references; T 0g the free-volume disappearance temperature calculated from T g and not from T* g ;  ls0 the energy saving coefficient of tiny crystals surviving in the melt and acting as growth nuclei;  lgs0 the energy saving coefficient of homogeneously-nucleated crystals in the melt;  ls0 and  lgs0 being used to calculate T 0m and T 0g ; T 0m the free-volume disappearance temperature also calculated from T g and not from T* g ; and references.
Glass
T m T g  g T 01 T 02 T 0g  ls0  lgs0 T 0m References Figure 1 . The VFT temperatures T 01 and T 02 given in Table 1 are plotted versus T g ; T 02 corresponds to measurements in the vicinity of T g and T 01 includes viscosity measurements at higher temperatures. T 01  0.787 T g and T 02  0.634 T g .
The temperatures T 01 and T 02 are plotted as a function of the vitreous transition temperature T g in Figure 1 ; the upper straight line uses the equation T 01 = 0.787 × T g and corresponds to a similar law T 01 = 0.77 × T g already observed for 7 other polymers [7, 64] ; the lower straight line uses the equation T 02 = 0.634 × T g .
Homogeneous Nucleation Temperature of Vitreous Phase and Relaxation Time
The calculation of the crystal nucleation full time t includes not only the steady-state nucleation time t sn defined by v × t sn = 1 in (10) at the nucleation temperature, but also the time lag  ns in crystal transient nucleation defined by (9) [2] with K lgs defined by (12):
The steady-state nucleation rate is J, the volume sample v, Zeldovitch's factor , the critical energy barrier G* 2lgs /k B T, a* 0 =  2 /6, the atom or molecule number per volume unit N. The quantity lnK ls is equal to lnA  90  2 for liquid elements in a broad temperature scale; lnA is a little smaller for crsystallization of glass-forming melts. In the vicinity of T* g , and assuming that T* g (or * g ) is equal to a crystal homogeneous nucleation temperature T 2lgs (or  2lgs ), when J = 1, the crystal transient nucleation time  ns viewed as the relaxation time, can be calculated with (15) using the critical parameters (13) and (14):
The coefficient of lnK lgs in  is equal to 1 for  =  2lgs = ( ls − 2)/3 when the crystal-steady-state nucleation time is minimum. The A g is the A value defined by (12) at the glass transition, which is used for the homogeneously-nucleated cluster formation. Zeldovitch's factor given by (16) is calculated below, as a function of the number J c of molecules or atoms in a spherical crystal of critical radius R* 2lgs , given by (14) at  2lgs =  g . The pre-exponential time  0 given by (17) depends on A g and ln( ns / 0 ) is equal to B/(T* g − T 0g )  36.5 − 39 at T* g [3, 9] :
where S m is the fusion entropy per mole, N A the Avogadro number, the energy saving  lgs in (3). It does not strictly depend on viscosity. Nevertheless, the viscosity has a strong influence on the occurrence of the maximum nucleation rate temperature because the critical energy barrier G* 2lgs /k B T is proportional to lnK lgs and the numerical coefficient of lnK lgs in G* 2lgs /k B T is equal to about 1 in a broad window of temperatures above T* g . The critical energy barrier G* 2lgs /k B T is nearly the same at T* g for all glass-forming melts and lnK lgs decreases with the increase in viscosity. The nucleation rate is at a maximum when lnK lgs becomes exactly equal to G* 2lgs /k B T g . This event occurs at T* g (or * g ) = T 2lgs (or  2ls ) for similar viscosity values because  0 , and the relaxation time are nearly the same in all glass-forming melts at T g .
The relaxation time is generally of the order of 100 s at T g . A value  0 = 1.4 × 10 −14 s is deduced with B/(T g − T 0g ) = 36.5 and  0 = 3.14 × 10 15 s with B/(T g − T 0g ) = 38 in all glasses [3, 9, 27] . Equation With  0 = 3.14 × 10 15 s, the lnA g is respectively equal to 102.2 and 97.9 for the same liquids with an increase of the product V m × S m by a factor 66. With  0 = 1.4 × 10 14 s, the average value of lnA g is 98.5 ± 2 and with  0 = 3.14 × 10 15 s, lnA g = 100 ± 2. The lnK lgs and the thermally-activated energy barrier G* 2lgs /k B T 2 are always equal to 62 ± 2 in all glass-forming melts at T = T g . Equation (15) shows that the assumption of a value of  0 being the same in all melts can be replaced by a nearly-constant value of A g ; lnA g is about 15% larger than the one found for crystal nucleation from surviving crystals in several glass-forming melts at higher temperatures [14] . Then, the time lag of a transient nucleation to produce a crystal nuclei distribution, built from surviving crystals and ready for steady-state nucleation, is about 10 6 times larger than the time lag required for a homogeneously-nucleated cluster distribution formation. The steady-state nucleation time t sn is, in addition, equal to 10 9 s for v = 10 −9 m 3 . A nucleus distribution with cluster size close to the critical value is created just near T g when the relaxation time is minimum. In Turnbull and Fisher's model, lnK ls is nearly equal to ln(N A k B T* g /V m h) − f*/k B T* g where h is Planck's constantandf*/k B T* g is a thermally-activated energy barrier for atom diffusion from the melt to the homogeneously-nucleated cluster which is smaller than the one from the melt to a surviving crystal [65] . This weakening could be due to formation of clusters containing many vacancies on their various sub-lattices during homogeneous nucleation. Surviving crystals are expected to be well-crystallized because they are part of previously-crystallized materials. They did not melt above T m and they are very stable with their fusion heat equal to the bulk one [21] [22] [23] .
The Thermodynamic Vitreous Transition T* g at the Disappearance Temperature of the Fully-Relaxed Enthalpy
A relaxed enthalpy is measured by DSC, after quenching the undercooled liquid to much lower temperatures than T g and annealing it at a temperature T a smaller than T g , during the relaxation time necessary to obtain its maximum value H r .. The structural relaxation is viewed as a transformation of Figure 2 using values of T* g equal to 462 and 690 K instead of T g = 450 and 673 K respectively [54, 66, 67] . The calculated temperatures T 0g are respectively 293 K and 437 K as compared to T 02 = 335 and 437 K. The vitreous transition T* g of As 2 Se 3 exactly corresponds to the mid-point of the reversible specific heat jump [67] . In Figure 3 we describe the relaxed enthalpy variation of propylene glycol and glycerol extracted from two different publications with T* g = 171 and 189.8 K instead of T g = 167 and 190 K respectively [68, 69] . The calculated temperatures T 0g are respectively 112 K and 121 K as compared to T 02 = 117 and 128 K.
The [67] . The specific heat jump C pls is a little too large at T g when it is measured at a too low heating rate because it still contains an endothermic contribution except when stepscan techniques are used [13] . [68] and the smallest ones to [69] .
The specific heat excess of an undercooled melt tends to zero at the Kauzmann temperature as shown by the fact that the derivative dH r /dT of As 2 Se 3 tends to zero at this temperature as reproduced in Figure 2 [66, 67] ; the Kauzmann temperature T k is an actual temperature of undercooled melts instead of a virtual one [67] .
The Crystal Homogeneous Nucleation Temperature at T* g
The vitreous transition T* g (or * g ) is viewed as occurring at the crystal steady-state nucleation maximum-rate temperature T 2lgs (or  2lgs ). In this case, the glass transition being a material constant has to obey (6). The energy saving approximate coefficients  lgs0 in Table 1 are given by (18) using T g which is not known instead of T* g : (18) The corresponding temperatures T 0g = T 0lgs (or  0g =  0lgs ) listed in Table 1 , are calculated from  lgs0 determined by (18) and (7, 8) . The calculated temperature T 0g of the free volume disappearance is plotted as a function of the VFT temperature T 02 in Figure 4 . The average of T 0g is 3.6% larger than that of T 02 . These quantities are nearly equal if we consider that T g is an out-of-equilibrium temperature which is not exactly equal to the thermodynamic transition T* g . The model works and is able to predict the VFT temperature of fragile glass-forming melts when T* g is known. The energy saving coefficients  lgs0 and  ls0 are not equal and correspond to the two reduced temperatures  0g and  0m given by (6) . The coefficient  ls0 is calculated using T 0m and T g of N° 29 vit105 (Zr 52.5 Cu 17.9 Ni 14.6 Al 10 Ti 5 ) because the scaling law T 0m = 0.77 × T g [7, 64] is obeyed by this material. ( g ) = ( ls0 −  lg0 ) is equal to 0 for  g = 0 and 0.19 for  g = −0.381. These two particular values are used to determine a possible scaling law followed by . The crystal nucleation maximum-rate temperature  2ls is given by (7, 8) as a function of  ls0 ; then,  ls0 and  ls0 −  lg0 =  have to be linear functions of  g given by (11):
The two energy saving coefficients  ls0 and  lg0 given in Table 1 are plotted as a function of  g in Figure 5 . Equations (7) and (8) are used to predict the temperatures T 0g and T 0m also given in Table 1 and plotted as a function of T g in Figure 6 . These values are the free-volume disappearance temperatures of glass-forming melts having a thermodynamic glass transition occurring at T* g = T g . Figure 5 . The energy saving coefficients  ls0 and  lg0 are calculated respectively using the scaling laws (18) and (19, 20) and are plotted versus  g = (T g − T m )/T m . These predictions are in very good agreement with experiments when we compare Figure 6 to Figures 1 and 4 . Then, the vitreous transition corresponds to a crystal homogeneous nucleation temperature. A distribution of homogeneously-nucleated clusters is created when the temperature decreases down to T* g . The scaling laws (18) and (19) are obeyed and reflect intrinsic properties of glass-forming melts. The two VFT temperatures corresponding to two free-volume disappearance temperatures follow intrinsic scaling laws related to a change of the energy saving in all melts. These predictions can be more precise as shown in Figures 7 and 8 . In fact, the ratios T om /T g and T 0g /T g are weakly varying with the glass transition; the proportionality coefficients 0.77 and 0.65 are mean values for a lot of glasses and polymers having  g values larger than −0.45 and smaller than −0.2. The ratio T 0m /T 0g is nearly constant in the same interval of  g values as shown in Figure 6 ; it tends to 1 when  g tends to 0 and −2/3.  
 
Volume Energy Saving Associated with Nascent Crystals in Non-Metallic Glass-Forming Melts
Volume energy saving associated with homogeneously-nucleated crystal formation also exists in non-metallic liquids. It could be due to an electrostatic interaction between a screen of ionic charges present in the melt and charges carried by homogeneously-nucleated crystals containing unoccupied ionic sites. Homogeneous nucleation gives rise, in a first step, to ultra-fine crystals among density fluctuations. Ions of opposite charges could be randomly distributed inside their own sub-lattices in a crystal. The mean charge carried by such crystals would be proportional to the square root of their atom number n. Counter-ions of opposite charge would screen the grain charge and induce an attractive interaction proportional to the square of the grain charge and then to the atom number n. Neel already made a similar assumption to explain the superparamagnetic (ferrimagnetic) properties of antiferromagnetic ultra-fine grains. The superparamagnetic Curie constant of ultra-fine grains is equal to the Curie constant of n paramagnetic atoms because the magnetic moments carried by different ions are randomly distributed in their own sub-lattices and the grain uncompensated magnetic moment is proportional to n 1/2 [70] .
The presence of volume energy saving in nonmetallic glass-forming melts is also due to a more general phenomenon associated with the formation of noncritical clusters in melts containing n atoms. The chemical potential of a small cluster is expected to differ from the bulk value. A new contribution −(p − p 0 )V m ought to be added to the classical Gibbs free energy change. It depends on the Laplace pressure p applied to the cluster when a cluster is formed, p 0 being the classical pressure of the melt on the solid particle, regardless of its size. This complementary contribution is not involved in the classical Gibbs free energy change because the pressure p is not homogeneous in the melt [71] . The Laplace pressure p increases with a decreasing atom number n. In addition, the energy saving is quantified when the critical cluster radius and the number of transferred electrons are very small in metallic glass-forming melts [14] [15] . The temperature dependence of  ls given by (1) is a general law for nascent clusters in all melts.
Thermodynamic Origin of Relaxed Enthalpy and of Out-of-Equilibrium Nucleation Temperatures T g
Enthalpy is relaxed at the annealing temperature T a < T* g applied after quenching the undercooled melt down to a much lower temperature. The fully-relaxed enthalpy is equal to H r = C plg (T* g ) × [T* g − T a ] for T k < T a < T* g instead of being related to the enthalpy excess stored by an undercooled melt quenched from T a down to the Kauzmann temperature T k and to the entropy available below T a . So this relaxed enthalpy correlated to the thermodynamic transition.
The annealing temperature T a is an out-of-equilibrium homogeneous nucleation temperature of a fragile glass-forming melt and a solution of (6) corresponding, for the same value of  0lgs , to an energy saving coefficient of nascent crystals at T m being a little larger than the equilibrium value at a nucleation temperature equal to T* g [15] . The annealing temperature T a is a temporary nucleation temperature during the time lag of the transient nucleation. The undercooled melt progressively relaxes enthalpy and entropy excesses stored between T a and T* g towards their equilibrium values at T* g . The existence of this relaxed enthalpy is a strong argument in favor of a thermodynamic equilibrium at T* g . The time-dependent vitreous transition T g is due to this endothermic heat appearing at a temperature varying with the heating rate in a DSC run. A nucleation temperature T 2ls = T g could also exist above T* g when high heating rates are used because the homogeneous nucleation temperature T 2ls only depends on the energy saving coefficient  lgs0 for a well-defined ideal glass transition temperature T 0g (or  0g ) as shown by (6) and Figure 9 . A spin-glass transition is also characterized in zero field by the presence at once of a time-dependent susceptibility cusp temperature, a phase transition temperature and, in the magnetic field, by two lines of transition H c (T) and H m (T) [72] . The phase diagram (H,T) of Cu-Mn has been investigated by measuring magnetocaloric effects showing the importance of the entropy S(T,H) in understanding the physics of spin glass transition. The H c (T) is the boundary line spin-glass/non-Curie paramagnet. The H m (T) is a cross-over line Curie/Non-Curie paramagnet corresponding to an irreversibility line and to a freezing of rigid clusters of spins [72] [73] [74] . The spin-glass phase transition can be separated from the irreversibility line when the magnetic field frequency increases. The existence of this type of phenomenon in glasses remains an open question because the reversible specific heat jump always occurs in As 2 Se 3 at the same vitreous transition regardless of the heating and cooling rates [67] .
Summary and Complementary Information on the Two Crystal Nucleation Temperatures
New equations governing the crystal nucleation, reflecting the energy saving associated with Fermi energies equalization of nascent crystals and melt, have been used and applied to all glass-forming melts. The vitreous transition is characterized by freezing at a crystal homogeneous nucleation temperature only determined by thermodynamics considerations. We have shown, for the first time, that an energy scale governs the vitreous transition. This material constant does not strictly depend on the viscosity, even if the viscosity is high and nearly the same at T* g , because the energy barrier for crystal growth nucleation G* 2ls divided by k B T g is nearly the same in all glass-forming melts. The energy barrier f* to transfer an atom from the melt to a nascent crystal divided by k B T* g is also nearly the same and is a little smaller than the one from transport across the melt-crystal interfaces at the first crystallization temperature which is induced by surviving intrinsic crystals.
These findings are in agreement with published works having shown that the reversible specific heat jump at T* g does not depend on time and on sample thermal history. In addition, the relaxed enthalpy disappears at the thermodynamic transition T* g and its maximum value obtained at each annealing temperature T a after quenching the undercooled liquid to lower temperatures, is given by , C pgl being the specific heat jump at T* g . The apparent specific heat jump at T g calculated from the heat flux measurement is equal to the reversible one. The specific heat jump deduced from heat flux measurement occurs at a temperature T g depending on the heating rate. There is no visible anomaly at T* g in a DSC run. This phenomenon is schematized in Figure 10 . The glass transition temperatures T g determined by DSC correspond to out-of-equilibrium crystal homogeneous nucleation temperatures and to out-of-equilibrium values of the energy saving coefficient  lg0 . Figure 10 . The reversible thermodynamic vitreous transition occurs at T = T* g ; the specific heat decreases along AB; the specific heat of the vitreous fully-frozen state along BD is equal to the crystallized state. The undercooled melt is quenched at low temperatures and annealed at the temperature T a . The transformation from C to D relaxes an enthalpy equal to the surface ABDC when the time-lag necessary for cluster formation has evolved. The thermodynamic transition T* g is a linear function of the energy saving divided by the fusion heat associated, in a nascent crystal formation, with the equalization of Fermi energy or chemical potential of nascent crystals and glass-forming melts. It is possible to predict, only using T* g and the melting temperature T m , a free-volume disappearance temperature equal to the VFT temperature of fragile-glass-forming melts deduced from viscosity and relaxation time measurements above and near T* g . There are two crystal homogeneous nucleation temperatures which follow scaling laws linearly dependent on two energy saving coefficients  ls0 in the crystal formation as there are two VFT temperatures.
Experimentally, the first-crystallization temperature occurs when cooling the glass-forming melt at a lesser rate than the critical one, down to a temperature that is higher than the homogeneous nucleation temperature and is generally induced by intrinsic heterogeneous crystals which reduce the energy barrier for crystal growth. The isothermal crystallization time depends on overheating and undercooling temperatures and leads to a time-temperature-transformation diagram induced by intrinsic nuclei. The nose temperature of this diagram depends on the overheating temperature, the surviving crystal size and the energy saving  ls .
The second nucleation temperature is lower and gives rise by homogeneous nucleation to imperfect crystals having an energy barrier for diffusion from the melt to the crystal slightly smaller than the first. The free-volume disappearance temperature of the undercooled melt decreases from T 0m to T 0g . A glass state is obtained by quenching the melt using a cooling rate larger than its critical value. The vitreous transition temperature T* g occurs at a homogeneous nucleation maximum-rate temperature determined by a smaller value  lgs ( g ) of the energy saving associated with a smaller VFT temperature. The relaxation time leading to vitreous state is the time lag for initial formation of a homogeneously-nucleated-cluster distribution during the transient nucleation. These entities could be imperfect crystals. Their formation is a preliminary step during the long time leading to crystallization. The time dependence of various properties depends on the time lag  ns associated to the transient nucleation and to the steady-state nucleation time t sn depending on the energy barrier for crystal growth. The model used in this paper is also based on previous publications related to the classical Gibbs free energy change for a crystal formation in an undercooled melt that has been completed by an energy saving associated with the equalization of Fermi energies or chemical potentials of melt and nascent crystal. This analysis only works for nascent crystals in an out-of-equilibrium state having a radius smaller than the critical radius for crystal growth because J. W. Gibbs's phase coexistence rule predicts the absence of energy saving for radii larger than the critical one when solid and liquid phases are at equilibrium at the melting temperature.
Conclusions
The vitreous transition is a new type of phase transition from undercooled melt to frozen state, without entropy and enthalpy change occurring at a temperature T* g , which corresponds to the maximum nucleation rate temperature of homogeneously-nucleated crystals in bulk metallic and non-metallic glass-forming melts. Because of the melt freezing, the steady-state nucleation time is too long to ever reach the divergence of the correlation length in critical phenomenon and the crystal's growth.
These nascent crystals would be formed with a free energy change which differs from the classical Gibbs free energy change used in many nucleation models. A complementary energy saving exists which depends on the atom or molecule number n involved in these crystals. We have shown the existence of two homogeneous nucleation temperatures associated with two energy savings, which follow scaling laws as a function of the vitreous transition temperature. The nascent crystals acting at the vitreous transition could contain a lot of unoccupied ionic sites as compared with crystals surviving in the melt and acting as growth nuclei at higher temperatures.
The glass freezing occurs without entropy and enthalpy changes; these changes can only appear at unattainable times when crystallization occurs. This analysis shows that the frozen and the solid states have the same equilibrium specific heat below the glass transition, eliminating all speculations about other configurational contributions and phase transitions.
The disappearance temperature of the fully-relaxed enthalpy, as described in previous publications, does not depend on time and is equal to the thermodynamic temperature T*g. The specific heat jump accompanying this phase transition is deduced from the linear variation of the relaxed enthalpy with temperature. The DSC runs are not able to detect T* g because the enthalpy is continuous at this temperature.
The existence of a vitreous transition viewed as a constant of material was initially established by experiments eight years ago and published by the University of Pardubice.
